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ABSTRACT
We propose a reliable multicast MAC protocol based on the multicarrier direct-sequence code-division
multiple access (MC DS-CDMA) scheme to enhance spatial reuse efficiency in wireless local area
networks (WLANs). Conventional multicast MAC protocols using RTS-CTS handshake exchange CTS and
ACK packets consecutively for reliable transmission. Although this protocol guarantees transmission
reliability by avoiding the hidden node (HN) problem, multiple CTSs and ACKs degrade network
efficiency and cause the well-known exposed node (EN) problem, rather than the HN problem. The
multicast sender must receive multiple CTSs and ACKs from all multicast receivers in its own multicast
group for reliable multicast. The range of the EN problem is greater than that of the unicast, and spatial
reuse efficiency decreases. In the proposed protocol, CTS/ACK messages of multiple receivers can be
transmitted concurrently through the MC DS-CDMA mechanism to alleviate the EN problem and
enhance spatial reuse efficiency. This can reduce the transmission and carrier sensing range of multiple
receivers, since the protocol spreads the CTS/ACK transmission power by the spreading gain. The
proposed protocol also reduces the total transmission delay due to the reduction of the overhead of
consecutive CTSs and ACKs. The proposed protocol is thoroughly examined by simulation and
theoretical methods. Results show that the proposed protocol significantly reduces the aforementioned
overhead, and thus improves the performance of WLAN systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Various multicast schemes have recently been introduced into wireless communication systems
to improve channel efficiency. The multicast technique achieves better channel efficiency in
transmitting the same packets to receivers than the unicast method [1]. Unlike broadcast, whose
transmission targets all devices within radio range, multicast targets devices belonging to a
particular receiver group. Several issues, including reliable multicast MAC protocol design,
challenge the design of a multicast MAC protocol.
IEEE 802.11 standards specify multicast services, as well as unicast services in layer 2.
However, most parts of the protocol specifications are limited to the unicast environment, and
multicast has mainly been studied to focus on the relatively higher layers, such as the network
and transport layers, as seen in [2-3].
Research on MAC layer multicasting has mainly been based on IEEE 802.11 WLAN and
mobile ad-hoc networks. Several MAC layer multicast protocols [4-7] have been introduced.
However, they have some problems including MAC overhead and reliability. In [4-6], reliable
multicast protocols using multiple CTSs and ACKs were proposed. However, they still have the
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overhead problem due to the cumulative transmission of CTSs and ACKs. Although the
protocol proposed in [7] concentrated on reducing the overhead, this does not support reliable
service. Until now, there was a tradeoff between guaranteeing reliability and reducing overhead
in multicast MAC protocols.
Furthermore, there are well-known problems, such as HN and EN, in multicast services based
on IEEE 802.11 standards. With the RTS-CTS handshake, the HN problem can nearly be
resolved. However EN caused by carrier sensing of the neighbor node, whose transmission is
unrelated, cannot be solved. Furthermore the carrier sensing range, surrounding the multiple
receivers, drastically increases in a multicast environment. This defers transmissions of other
multicast groups, so the total network efficiency decreases by the EN problem.
In this paper, we propose a new reliable multicast MAC protocol assisted by MC DS-CDMA, to
resolve the EN problem, as well as the multicast MAC overhead and reliability. When multiple
receivers receive the RTS/DATA message from a sender, each receiver sends a CTS/ACK
message spread with a given MC DS-CDMA code. This MAC protocol can reduce the MAC
overhead of multiple CTSs/ACKs via concurrent transmissions. If the power control is enabled,
both transmission and carrier sensing range of multiple receivers, through the processing gain of
the allocated code, can be reduced. However, the codelength of MC DS-CDMA is a tradeoff. If
the codelength is enlarged, the carrier sensing range is smaller, i.e. the effect of the EN problem
lessens, while the CTS/ACK time is longer. The proposed protocol is thoroughly examined by
simulation and analytical methods. The results show that it significantly reduces the
aforementioned overhead, and thus improves the performance of the WLAN system.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews previous wireless
multicast research. In section 3, the proposed protocol is detailed. In section 4 and 5, we
evaluate the proposed protocol with mathematical and simulation methods, respectively. Finally
the conclusion is given in section 6.

2. RELATED WORKS
2.1. Multicast MAC Protocol based on IEEE 802.11
Multicast aware MAC protocol (MMP) [5] and a multiple access collision avoidance protocol
for multicast services [6] were proposed for reliable multicast. These kinds of protocol use
multiple CTSs and ACKs sent by each receiver for reliable transmission, as shown in Fig. 1(a).
This can be reliable. However, it increases overhead caused by the reception time of multiple
CTSs and ACKs. Leader-based protocol (LBP) was proposed for multicast to reduce the
overhead caused by multiple CTSs and ACKs [7]. In this work, when a sender transmits a
packet, it selects a leader station among the multicast group member stations. Then, only the
leader responds with the CTS and ACK corresponding to the RTS/DATA message from the
sender. If any member station receives the packet with an error, it transmits a NACK message to
the sender. This NACK causes a collision with the ACK of the leader station. If there is a
collision after transmission of the data packet, the sender recognizes that at least one station
failed to receive the data packet. In this case, it sends the data packet again. LBP, as shown in
Fig. l(b), can reduce overhead. However, when one of the member stations fails to demodulate
the multicast RTS, the leader CTS, or the MAC header of a multicast data packet, it cannot send
a NACK packet, since it cannot recognize if the received packet is multicast and if it is the
destination of the packet. Since the station does not send a NACK, no collision is experienced at
the sender. Therefore the LBP may not be reliable in terms of the detection of failed
transmission.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 1. Example scenarios of (a) Reliable multicast with multiple CTSs and ACKs and (b)
LBP (Leader Based Protocol)
Orthogonal frequency division multiplex (OFDM) based multicast ACK (OMACK) was
proposed to reduce MAC overhead and to guarantee reliability [8]. This protocol uses one
OFDM symbol for ACKs from all member stations. Each member station indicates its packet
reception status by utilizing a sub-carrier within the OFDM symbol. This can reduce MAC
overhead. However, this can only be adopted for small-sized packet transmissions, since this
does not use the RTS-CTS handshake, and cannot solve the spatial reuse problem of EN,
explained later.
Until now, the research on the multicast MAC protocol based on IEEE 802.11 standards has
been conducted to reduce overhead or to guarantee reliability. There is a tradeoff between the
overhead reduction and guaranteeing reliability. If one side is improved, the other side is
worsened.

2.2. EN problem in Multicast Mechanism
The HN and EN problems still remain in a multicast environment, such as in a unicast one.
Considering the RTS-CTS handshake, the HN can almost be solved, but the EN cannot be
solved by this.
The EN problem may occur as follows in a unicast environment, as shown in Fig. 2(a). When
neighboring nodes, not related to the original transmission, overhear the transmission of other
multicast groups, they set the network allocation vector (NAV) to prevent collision between
multicast groups. In a multicast environment, as shown in Fig. 2(b), C1 is in the carrier sensing
range of B1 and B2. Then multicast sender D sends an RTS message to C1-4 member stations.
However C1 cannot respond with CTS, because it sets the NAV. The multicast transmission
between D and C1-4 multicast group is deferred, though it has no influence on A and B1-6
multicast group transmission. Finally C1 is the EN. The EN range, as shown in Fig. 2(b), in the
multicast is expanded more than that in the unicast. Considering multiple multicast groups in a
network, EN prevents concurrent transmissions of each multicast group. In conclusion, the
network efficiency is severely degraded. Until now, research on EN mainly dealt with the
unicast environment [9-11]. Some research proposed solutions for RTS overhearing range or
CTS overhearing range. However, the CTS overhearing range is relatively much larger than the
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RTS overhearing range in a multicast environment, as shown in Fig. 2(b) Therefore, we propose
a solution for the CTS overhearing range.
A is transmitting to B
C overhears this, and is blocked
D wants to transmit to C,
but is being blocked by B

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. EN problem in (a) unicast and (b) multicast

3. PROPOSED MAC PROTOCOL
The previous section mentioned the multicast MAC problem that we want to solve. In this
section, we propose a new multicast MAC protocol, to solve the EN problem, as well as the
multicast MAC overhead, while guaranteeing reliability, assisted by the MC DS-CDMA
scheme.
In the proposed protocol, CTS/ACK messages of multiple receivers can be transmitted
concurrently through the MC DS-CDMA mechanism to alleviate the EN problem and enhance
spatial reuse efficiency.
We use MC DS-CDMA instead of DS-CDMA and MC-CDMA as MC DS-CDMA is of special
interest for the quasi-synchronized uplink system, due to its close relationship to the
asynchronous single-carrier DS-CDMA system. In our proposal, the reliable multicasting
mechanism is similar to uplink transmission, in which multiple receivers respond to one
transmitter. Thus, MC DS-CDMA is more attractive than MC-CDMA and single carrier DSCDMA due to its robustness against quasi-synchronization channel [12]. We use MC DSCDMA as the multiple access mechanism.
Let us assume the chip synchronization of the allocated codes coincide with each other for the
successful reception of CTS/ACK messages, and each station is able to control the power of the
transmission, as the processing gain varies. In addition, when each station responds to the
RTS/DATA message, there is a busy tone signal transmission to prevent the HN problem.
Finally, the set of spreading codes used in this protocol has MAI-free characteristics.
The mechanism of the proposed multicast MAC protocol is as follows. When multiple receivers
receive a RTS/DATA message from a sender, each receiver spreads a CTS/ACK message with
the allocated code based on MC-DS/CDMA. Each code allocated to multiple receivers is given
by the multicast RTS (mRTS) message from the sender. After waiting for the SIFS time, each
receiver sends the CTS/ACK message concurrently and also transmits a busy tone signal. The
function of the busy tone signal is explained later in this section. At this time, each receiver can
reduce the transmission power level through the processing gain of the MC DS-CDMA codes.
The specific feature of the proposed protocol compared to conventional protocol using multiple
CTSs/ACKs is as follows. First, the proposed MAC protocol can reduce the overhead of
multiple CTSs and ACKs through concurrent transmissions, as shown in Fig 3(a). However, a
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single CTS/ACK time spread with the given code is longer than the previous ones. Additionally,
the number of multicast group members is restricted by the codelength. If the number of
multicast group members exceeds the supportable number, the CTS/ACK is sent at least twice.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3. (a) Proposed MAC Protocol (b) Mitigating EN area assisted by MC DS-CDMA.

Second, the protocol can reduce both the transmission and carrier sensing range of multiple
receivers through the processing gain of the codes. Therefore, EN can be reduced. In Fig. 3(b),
the multicast group-B members use the proposed protocol. The transmission range and carrier
sensing range of multicast receivers are a lot smaller than those in Fig. 2(b). Therefore, since C1
is free from the transmission between multicast group A-B, C1 can respond with CTS
corresponding to the RTS message of the sender D. In contrast to C1, A can decode the
CTS/ACK message of multicast group B with the pre-assigned code. In conclusion, a multicast
group between D and C1-C4 can transmit multicast packets concurrently with the multicast
group between A and B1-B6.
At this time, if C1 wants to send a multicast packet, C1 may be a HN against B1 and B2. To
prevent the HN, C1 does not have to be a sender. It can only reply with CTS/ACK
corresponding to a RTS/DATA message from another sender, such as D. We use the busy-tone
solution similar to [10] to solve this problem. When multicast receivers send a CTS message,
they divide the busy tone channel and send the busy tone signal until the transmission expires.
If a station, such as C1 in Fig. 3(b), receives a busy-tone signal without receiving a CTS
message, it can only be a receiver of another multicast group, not a sender.
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In conclusion, as the transmission power of receivers decreases, the transmission and carrier
sensing range become smaller. Therefore, the EN range reduces. As the EN reduces, the spatial
reuse efficiency improves. Finally, the total network efficiency increases. Then, the codelength
of MC DS-CDMA becomes a tradeoff. If the codelength is enlarged, the carrier sensing range
decreases, i.e. the effect of the EN problem becomes smaller, while the CTS/ACK time
lengthens.
In the following section, we will show the margin between the multiple consecutive CTS time
and the proposed spread CTS time and find the appropriate codelength, as the number of
multicast group members is varied.
The contributions of the proposed multicast MAC protocol are as follows. First, the proposed
protocol can reduce the MAC overhead while guaranteeing reliability. Second, we can increase
the channel efficiency, as we mitigate the EN problem and increase the spatial reuse ratio (SRR)
in the multicast MAC.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
4.1. Throughput Analysis
If the network has multiple multicast groups, we have to consider the probability of how many
neighboring multicast groups can communicate concurrently. To calculate the total network
throughput,

SF = SI × SRR

(1)

where SF refers to the total network throughput. SI is one multicast group’s (one sender and
multiple receivers) throughput and SRR is the degree of concurrent transmissions in a network.
SRR has the value of 1 / NG + 1 ~ 1 (where NG, the number of neighbor multicast groups). The
notation of 1 / NG + 1 denotes, if there is one transmission in a network, the neighbor groups
cannot transmit by EN. SRR = 1 denotes all neighbor multicast groups can transmit the multicast
message independently.
An analytical model is suggested for throughput calculation under saturation. That is, each
station has a packet immediately available for transmission [13]. This work models the MAC
events of successful transmission, collision and idle waiting. The duration between transitions to
each state is called a “slot” and the probability of a slot containing each event is found. For the
model in [13] to be correct, two fundamental assumptions are made. First, after each idle slot,
each station may attempt to transmit with an independent and constant probability τ. Second,
regardless of the number of past collisions, a transmission attempt may result in a collision with
an independent and constant probability p. The backoff process is then modeled by a twodimensional Markov chain. The following two equations are found for τ and p.

τ=

2(1 − 2 p )
(1 − 2 p )(W + 1) + pW (1 − (2 p ) m )

p = 1 − (1 − τ ) n −1

(2)

(3)
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where n is the number of contending stations, W = CWmin, Let m, “maximum backoff stage”, be
the value, such that CWmax = 2mW, and let us adopt the notation Wi = 2iW, where i ∈ (0, m) is
termed the “backoff stage”. Solving these equations using numerical methods, one can find τ
and p based on the known values of W, m, and n.
Let PT be the probability at least one transmission exists in the slot time considered. Since n
stations contend on the channel, and each transmits with probability τ.
PT = 1 − (1 − τ ) n

(4)

The probability Ps that transmission occurring in the channel is successful, is given by the
probability that exactly one station transmits in the channel, conditioned on the fact that at least
one station transmits, i.e.,

PS =

nτ (1 − τ ) n−1 nτ (1 − τ ) n −1
=
PT
1 − (1 − τ ) n

(5)

We now express SI as the ratio

SI =

E[ P]
E[ slot ]

(6)

where, E[slot] denotes the length of a slot time. As E[P] is the average packet payload size, the
average amount of payload information successfully transmitted in a slot time is PTPSE[P],
since a successful transmission occurs in a slot time with probability PTPS. E[slot] is readily
obtained considering that, with probability 1 − PT, the slot time is empty; with probability PTPS
it contains a successful transmission, and with probability PT(1 − PS), it contains a collision.
Hence, (6) becomes

SI =

PT PS E[ P ]
(1 − PT )σ + PT PS TS + PT (1 − PS )TC

(7)

Here, TS is the average time the channel is sensed busy (i.e., the slot time lasts) due to a
successful transmission, and TC is the average time the channel is sensed busy by each station
during a collision. σ is the duration of an empty slot time.
In a conventional multiple CTS/ACK system of [5] or [6], we can express TS and TC as follow.
TSbas = RTS + n( SIFS + δ + CTS ) + SIFS + δ + H + E[ P ] + n( SIFS + δ + ACK ) + DIFS + δ

TCbas = RTS + DIFS + δ

(8)
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where, let H = PHYhdr + MAChdr be the packet header, and δ be the propagation delay.
In the proposed scheme, the CTS and ACK time is longer than before by the spreading code.
TSmc = RTS + SIFS + δ + CTS mc + SIFS + δ + H + E[ P ] + SIFS + δ + ACK mc + DIFS + δ

TCbas = RTS + DIFS + δ .

(9)

If the number of receivers (R) exceeds the codelength (LC), the CTS/ACK has to transmit more
than twice. If LC < R, equation (9) has to be modified
 R
 R
TSmc = RTS +   ( SIFS + δ + CTS mc ) + SIFS+ δ + H + E[ P] +   ( SIFS + δ + ACK mc ) + DIFS + δ
L
 C
 LC 

(10)

4.2. Packet Delay Analysis
We use an approach similar to [14] to derive the average delay of the successful packet
transmissions. The average delay for a successfully transmitted packet is defined to be the time
interval from the time the packet is at the head of its MAC queue ready to be transmitted, until
an acknowledgement for this packet is received. If a packet is dropped, as it has reached the
specified retry limit, the delay time for this packet will not be included in the calculation of the
average delay. The average packet delay E[D] for packets is given by
E[ D ] = E[ X ]E[ slot ]

(11)

where E[slot] is given by (6), and E[X] is the average number of slot times required for
successfully transmitting a packet and is given by

m

E[ X ] =

W −1

 Wi + 1  i
bi k =

⋅
2  k =0
i =o 

∑

∑
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i
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(12)

where, bi.k value can be referred to [14].
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4.3. Calculation of the SRR
We now compute the SRR and multiply this by SI to obtain the total network throughput of a
multiple multicast group. [15] derives the equation of transmission range (dtr) and carrier
sensing range (dcsr) solely as a function of the transmission power (Pt) under the condition that
other parameters are fixed.

2

d tr = 4

Pt G t G r H t H r
thrd rx
2

d csr = 4

Pt Gt Gr H t H r
thrdcs

2

(13)
2

(14)

where Gt and Gr are the antenna gain of the transmitter and receiver, Ht and Hr denote the
antenna height of the transmitter and receiver, thrdrx is the power level at which a receiver can
detect and correctly decode the transmitted signal, thrdcs is the power level at which a node can
detect the transmitted signal with sufficient power to “sense to carrier”. In a CSMA/CA MAC,
all nodes within dcsr of an ongoing transmission should defer their own transmission until the
channel is idle. dcsr defines the potential set of EN.
In (13) and (14), we can decrease PT as (1/LC) by the processing gain of the proposed protocol
[16]. Other parameters, excluding PT, are fixed, when the signal is spread, dtr and dcsr decrease
by (1/LC)1/4. dtr and dcsr decrease by (1/LC)1/4, since [20] derives these equations from the twoway ground path-loss model.
Fig. 4 shows the network configuration for the simulation. Six neighbor multicast groups
surround one multicast group. Only the center node (S1~S7) of each multicast group can be a
sender. Each dtr does not overlap with each other, each dcsr does. The multicast receivers of each
multicast group are randomly located in dtr. The network can be extended, keeping the same
configuration. We form the network, such as Fig. 4, since the influence of EN caused by CTS
overhearing range is maximized with no influence caused by RTS.

Figure 4. Network Configuration for the SRR simulation.
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Each multicast group sender (S1~ S7) has a packet to transmit in each transmission queue to be
consistent with the saturation throughput model. If S1 transmits an mRTS message to the
multicast receivers in its own dtr, the randomly chosen receivers also have their own dtr and dcsr
response to CTS. At this time, if at least one station among the multicast receivers of another
neighbor multicast group is in dcsr of each multicast receiver of S1, that neighbor multicast
group is exposed. Therefore the number of exposed multicast groups is counted within range of
1 to 6. In our simulation, the number of stations (n) in one multicast group is fixed at 50 and the
number of multicast receivers is changed from 5 to 50. Finally, the SRR is calculated, as
follows.

SRR =

( N G + 1) - number of exposed multicast group
NG +1

(16)

where, NG + 1 is a number of neighbor multicast groups, including itself.
Table 1. . Simulation parameter values.
Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

CWmin

15µsec

PHY header

46bits

CWmax

1023

Preamble

16µsec

RTS time

52µsec

CTS/ACK time

44µsec

SIFS time

16µsec

Data rate

6Mbps

DIFS time

34µsec

Packet payload

8192bits

Slot time

9µsec

dtrbas

400m

δ

1µsec

dcsrbas

670m

MAC header

272bits

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The analytical model and simulation results are implemented by a simulator to verify the
performance of the proposed protocol. We use the MATLAB simulator. Table 1 summarizes the
values of the parameters used to obtain the numerical results for the analytical model and the
simulation runs. The values of these parameters are based on the IEEE 802.11a standard [17].
The proposed protocol is compared to the conventional protocol using multiple CTSs and
ACKs, such as [5] and [6]. We only compare this basic multiple CTSs/ACKs protocol, since we
are only interested in a reliable transmission, as explained in section 1. Among the protocols
explained in section 2, the only protocol supporting a reliable service with RTS-CTS handshake
is the MAC protocol using multiple CTSs/ACKs, such as [5] and [6].
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Figure 5. Number of multicast receivers and throughput disregarding EN
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Figure 6. Spatial reuse Ratio (SRR)

Fig. 5 shows the variation of the throughput of the proposed MAC and the multiple CTS/ACKs
MAC with the number of multicast receivers (R), where n = 50, the codelength is 8,16 and 32,
the R is varied from 5 to 50, not considering SRR (regarding one multicast group in the
network). Though we do not consider SRR, the performance of the proposed MAC is better than
for the basic one. Furthermore, as the R value is higher, the gain difference between the basic
protocol and the proposed one gets bigger and bigger. The throughput of both decreases as the
number of multicast receivers increases. The curve of the proposed scheme is bent at a point
(the point that the number of multicast receivers exceeds the codelength) of multiple numbers of
codelength, because the CTS/ACK is sent more than twice.
Fig. 6 shows the variation of the simulation results of the SRR with R. The SRR decreases
severely when R increases in a basic protocol. However, the proposed protocol performs much
better as R increases, since when the codelength is lengthened, dtr and dcsr decrease, and the EN
area is degraded. The SRR approaches 1 at codelengths of 16 and 32; this means that the
neighbor multicast group can transmit each multicast packet concurrently.
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Figure 7. Number of multicast receivers and throughput regarding SRR
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Figure 8. Number of multicast receivers and packet delay disregarding EN
Fig. 7 shows the total throughput, calculated by multiplying SRR by the result of Fig. 5, of the
network considering the effect of the SRR. In the result shown, the margin between the proposed
MAC and basic one becomes larger than that in Fig. 5. The throughput of the basic one
decreases drastically, but the proposed scheme experiences only minor change.
Fig. 8 shows the packet delay time, disregarding the effect of the SRR, calculated by equations
(11) and (12), as R increases from 5 to 50. Fig. 8 shows the delay time increases with
increasing R. The curves of the proposed scheme are also bent at the point of the multiple
number of the codelength.
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Figure 9. Number of multicast receivers and packet delay regarding EN
Fig. 9 shows the variations of the packet delay time considering SRR. This means the
transmission deferral time of each multicast group by EN. We can calculate this by multiplying
the inverse of the SRR. In Fig. 9, the delay time of the basic one also drastically increases, since
the effect of EN delays the transmissions of neighbors.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new reliable multicast MAC protocol over the IEEE 802.11-based
WLAN. The major innovation over previous reliable multicast protocols using consecutive
CTSs/ACKs is that this can send multiple CTS/ACK messages concurrently via the MC DSCDMA scheme. When multiple receivers receive a RTS/DATA message from a sender, they
respond with a CTS/ACK message spread with the pre-assigned code in the same time interval.
This can reduce the overhead of multiple CTSs/ACKs. It is possible to alleviate the EN area
over decreasing transmission range and carrier sensing range of each receiver. Our proposed
protocol and the multiple CTSs/ACKs based multicast protocol were compared and evaluated
using an analytical method and simulation. The proposed protocol outperforms the conventional
protocol based on multiple CTSs/ACKs in terms of throughput and delay. That is, our proposed
protocol provides an efficient reliable multicast MAC mechanism with minimum overhead.
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